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Abstract—This paper introduces personal mobile Web services,
a new user-centric architecture that enables service-oriented
interactions among mobile devices that are controlled via user-
specified authorization policies. Personal mobile Web services
exploit the user’s contact list (ranging from phonebook to social
lists) in order to publish and discover Web services while placing
users in full control of their own personal data and privacy.
We present a proof-of-concept implementation of an example
personal mobile Web service to demonstrate the usefulness and
feasibility of the concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

The successful convergence of resource-rich mobile devices,
high-capacity wireless technologies and service-oriented ar-
chitecture has the potential to redefine the mobile computing
experience. It can introduce a new range of mobile applications
that promise advanced mobile computing paradigms and seam-
less data access. Mobile services, where the mobile devices act
as the service providers, have not yet seen wide adoption. This
primarily due to the constraints imposed by limited resources
and power, and intermittent connectivity.

This paper introduces personal mobile Web services (per-
sonal services for short), which are a subclass of mobile
Web services that are not hindered by the above constraints
on resources, power and connectivity. Personal services are
intended to offer a range of user-centric data services to
limited set of consumers that are explicitly authorized by
the user providing the service. Personal services therefore
do not require the same levels of power and resources as
general mobile Web services and are not required to be always
available.

The privacy and security of personal information have been
deemed, until recently, at the lowest priority of businesses [1].
Lately, personal data and privacy preservation have become a
global concern. The user-centric nature of personal services
means that privacy is a key issue. The paradigm enables each
user to play a pivotal role in controlling their privacy and their
personal data communications. For example, personal service
providers may expose reports derived from raw data in contrast
to allowing access to the data itself. In addition, providers may
allow access to their personal information based on different
levels of access privileges. A user may categorize certain kinds
of personal data as private and restrict access to this data to
close friends and family members. At the same time, other
kinds of data may be classified as public and made accessible
to business partners or co-workers.

Personal services open up opportunities for users who wish
to share personal information and functionalities, yet still

maintain full control over their personal data. Potential do-
mains include location-based applications, personal healthcare
monitoring, cooperative mobile learning, and personal social
networking.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce personal mobile Web services, which is a

novel architecture for provisioning of user-centric Web
services using mobile devices.

• We define the concept of cooperative service publishing
and discovery for resource-constrained environments. The
architecture takes advantage of the user’s contact list to
advertise and discover services.

• We demonstrate the feasibility and utility of personal
mobile Web services through the development of a Smart
contact List Management (SLiM) system, inspired by the
proposed novel architecture.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the definition, architecture, and design of personal
mobile Web services. Prototype implementation issues and
validation scenarios are discussed in Section III. Section IV
concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.

II. PERSONAL MOBILE WEB SERVICES

A. Definition

Personal mobile Web services are lightweight user-centric
services hosted on resource-constrained mobile devices. They
offer personal and contextual information to a limited subset
of authorized users, in a given period of time, based on
a user-defined access control policy. They manage personal
and contextual information for a user and give the user fine-
grained control over access to that information.

Formally, a personal mobile Web service s exposes a set of
methods (Web resources) M to a list of users l ⊆ L, where L
is the user’s contact list, L = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} and c is one of
the user’s contacts. Each method (Web resource) m ∈M has
a set of access rights Am set by the mobile user (provider) P .
Each contact ci has a set of credentials Rci . A contact ci is
granted access to a Web resource mj if Rci

match→ Amj
.

In this work, due to page limitations we aim at laying the
foundations for the concept of personal mobile Web services.
For details on distinguishing characteristics, service directory
structure, and potential application domains of personal ser-
vices, the reader is referred to [2]. In addition, in the remainder
of the discussion, we consider that personal services are
offered for public access with no access constraints. However,
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Fig. 1: A conceptual architecture of personal services

we point out different scenarios where access constraints might
apply, mostly for future considerations.

B. Architecture of personal mobile Web services

In this section we present the conceptual architecture for
personal services.

Figure 1 depicts the proposed architecture of personal
services. The Web service is deployed on the mobile device,
where an embedded lightweight Web server exists to provide
the essential functionalities of HTTP-based service communi-
cations. In this architecture, the mobile device user/owner is
the service provider and the service consumer is a direct or
indirect contact of the provider. The mobile service provider
advertises Web services to the members of his/her contact
list. According to the settings of the service advertisement
and provider preferences, contacts who receive a service
advertisement may be able to in turn distribute the service
announcement to their own contact list. Personal service dis-
covery looks up required services in the local service directory,
if such a directory exists, (step 1). If no match is found,
the discovery mechanism sends a service discovery request
to people in the contact list (step 2) and may delegate to
them the discovery task. The service communications (service
request and service response) are performed through a direct
link between the provider and a customer.

It is worth mentioning that, while personal services archi-
tecture is optimally designed for mobile devices, there is no
barrier for a non-mobile based contact to participate, as it can
be reached through either a mailing list or a social list.

C. Service directory

The standard Web service architecture uses a registry like
UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) [3]

to support service publication and discovery. UDDI is a
centralized service repository that manages and maintains Web
services entries and keeps a reference for their description
file.A discussion of UDDI and a comprehensive comparison
between different service registration and discovery techniques
is given by Elgazzar et al [4].

For personal services, we adopt a distributed service direc-
tory approach, where each mobile device manages its own
offered Web services and maintains references to services
it knows about. Having a service directory is optional, for
participants who only participate as service customers. From
this perspective, there are two categories of services: local
services and remote services. Local services are hosted and
provided by the local system, whereas remote services are
“active and running” services hosted on other mobile devices.

D. Personal service publication

Service discovery is a crucial component in a Web service
architecture, especially in heterogeneous mobile environments.
Failure to find the services relevant to a user’s objective ren-
ders the Web service approach useless. Limited resources on
mobile devices present unique challenges for service discovery
[4]. The standard Web service approach to discovery, which
employs a registry like UDDI, has not been widely adopted
[5]. Therefore, providers usually resort to other methods to
publicize their services, for example, on their own websites.

In contrast, personal services take advantage of an individ-
ual’s contact list to announce their existence. Such an approach
enables the service provider to selectively assign access rights
to Web service resources. Hence, the service might be offered
to only a subset of the contact list, perhaps with different
access privileges.

To facilitate personal service publishing and discovery using
the contact list, we assume that each participating contact is
reachable via an Internet address. To achieve this we propose
adding an entry contactEndPoint for each contact to indicate
how this contact can be reached over the Internet. This entry
provides a unique HTTP address for the contact. An empty
contactEndPoint indicates that such contact cannot participate
in service publishing or discovery, yet can consume services
if the service url is provided.

The process of personal service publication using contact
lists is shown in Figure 1. Once a personal service is deployed
on the mobile device, a publication procedure announces the
service’s existence by sending a message to the contactEnd-
Point of each (authorized) contact in the provider’s contact
list.

The service’s sID, publicationDepth, title, description, and
endPoint are sufficient to define the service and how to obtain
the service description and specification file. The title and
description attributes are used by the discovery process to
match a user objective. Hence, the description, in particular,
should contain sufficient detail about the service function-
alities to permit successful service discovery. The endPoint
attribute is used to retrieve the service specification details.
The endPoint address is in the form of a Web service resource
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with a generic format such as, http://device-URI/service-root/
specifications. Although some broadband network providers
offer fixed (static) ip address for mobile devices, perhaps for a
charge, we remark that Internet addressing for mobile devices
is out of this paper’s focus. Nevertheless, there is a number of
research efforts on how to get a personal Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) for mobile devices, viz. RFC6116 [6], which
proposes a translation of a telephone number into a URI using
a special DNS record types. Hence, we assume that mobile
devices are reachable online.

If we assume that a contact’s personal information can be
sent over the Internet in an XML file, then a service summary
information (service announcement) could be part of such a
file, or it could be sent in a separate message. The choice
of whether to send all the contact information (including all
offered services by this contact) or just to send the service
portion separately depends on how frequently the service is
updated and whether any other contact information is updated
or not. Listing 1 shows an example of a separate service
XML summary document fsi for service si. Upon receiving a
service summary message, the recipient of the announcement
checks to see if the service exists in the service directory, and if
so, updates the information. If the message is for a new service,
the service and related information is added to the service
registry. If the service provider is already an existing contact
in the recipient’s contact list, then a link between the service
and contact is established. If not, the recipient would have
the option to pull the provider’s contact information, using
the announced contactEndPoint associated with the service
advertisement, and add the service provider as a new contact
to the recipient’s contact list.

Listing 1: Sample illustration of a personal service XML
summary document fsi.
<?xml v e r s i o n =”1.0” e n c o d i n g=” u t f −8”?>
<WebService>

<c o n t a c t I D>i d</ c o n t a c t I D>
<c o n t a c t E n d P o i n t>HTTP−a d d r e s s</ c o n t a c t E n d P o i n t>
<sID>s i d</ sID>
<p u b l i c a t i o n D e p t h>d</ p u b l i c a t i o n D e p t h>
< t i t l e> t i t l e −s t r</ t i t l e>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>desc−s t r</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<e n d P o i n t>HTTP−a d d r e s s</ e n d P o i n t>

</ WebService>

Algorithm 1 outlines the proposed publication mechanism for
personal services. The publication process is distributed and
recursive in that providers can allow contacts to propagate
the publication of the service on their behalf using their
own resources. The publication depth d indicates how far
the service provider wants the advertisements to reach. The
contact list L is initially set to the providers’ contact list Lp.
A contact ci receives the service advertisement, reduces d by 1
and republishes the service to its contact list Lci , according to
a prespecified pattern of access rights for indirect contacts.
These access rights are set by providers via appropriate
mechanisms. The publication stops when d reaches “0”. If
the service provider sets d to “0” for a particular service
s, it means that s is only offered to the provider’s direct

contacts and the recipient of the announcement is not allowed
to republish it.

Algorithm 1: Personal service publication.

Input: service XML summary document fsi
Output: null

1 Function Publish(fsi )
2 Parse fsi
3 Set the provider P
4 Set the publication depth d
5 // start with the local contact list
6 L = Llocal

7 foreach contact ci in L do
8 // check if service already exists in the service directory
9 if s exists in sdir then

10 update s
11 end
12 else
13 add s
14 end
15 // check if forwarding is allowed
16 if d > 0 then
17 d = d − 1
18 update d in fsi
19 //delegate publication to the contact
20 //distributed recursive call
21 Call Publish(fsi ) //at the contact side
22 end
23 else
24 return null
25 end
26 end

E. Personal service discovery

Personal service discovery begins with a service request
(SR). The service request describes the required functionali-
ties that fulfill a particular user objective in plain text. A simple
feature extraction approach can be applied [7] to identify the
required functionalities (RF ) from a user request (SR) and to
extract service capabilities (SC) from the service description
field desription in the service header message fs. Since Web
service discovery is, by default, a resource-intensive process
[8], the matching technique uses a keyword-based search to
reduce the resource consumption. More sophisticated service
discovery is unnecessary in this environment since it can
be assumed that because services are being shared with a
provider’s contacts, it is likely that the contacts are familiar
with the types of services that might be offered.

The discovery mechanism applies Algorithm 2 to find Web
services relevant to a user’s request by matching the required
functionalities with capabilities offered by Web services. The
algorithm is also distributed and recursive like the publication
algorithm. It ranks the retrieved relevant services (RelS)
according to the similarity between the required functionalities
by a user request and the offered capabilities by a Web service.
The “match” function applies the formula in Equation 1 to
match the required functionalities with the offered capabilities.

match(RF, SC) =
M(rfi, scj)

LRF
(1)

where rf ∈ RF and sc ∈ SC, M(rf, sc) is the number of
distinct matched pairs between request functionalities RF and
Web service capabilities SC, and LRF is the total numbers of
extracted functionalities from request SR.
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Algorithm 2: Personal service discovery.

Input: Web service request SR, discovery depth d
Output: set of relevant Web services RelS

1 Function Search(SR,d)
2 extract functionalities RF from SR
3 // search local service directory first
4 foreach s in sdir do
5 extract capabilities SC from desriptions

6 rank=match(RF ,SC)
7 add s to RelS indexed by rank
8 end
9 if RelS is null then

10 // check if deep search is allowed
11 if d > 0 then
12 d = d − 1
13 //delegate discovery to contacts
14 // using their own resources
15 L = Llocal

16 foreach contact ci in L do
17 //distributed recursive call
18 Call Search(SR, d) // at the contact side
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return RelS

The discovery algorithm assumes that services are publicly
accessible. However, if services are provider-protected and
some access constraints apply, then the algorithm would need
to be augmented to limit service discovery to only those who
have proper access rights.

III. SMART CONTACT LIST MANAGEMENT (SLIM): A
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT APPLICATION

We demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of personal
services with an implementation of an application for auto-
mated contact list management called SLiM for Smart Contact
List Management. Implementing this application with personal
services benefits both mobile users and their contacts. A user’s
contact information is automatically kept up-to-date, as long
as the contacts are reachable online. This saves users both
time and effort from having to manually maintain their contact
information.

The architecture of SLiM is illustrated in Figure 2. The basic
idea is to let users each maintain their own record of contact
information on their smartphone. Users then grant access to
their contacts to perform requests such as pulling information
from the contact list or updating their records in the user’s
contact list. For example, as shown in Figure 2, user Adam
maintains his contact list and grants permission to his contacts
John and Mike to search for and retrieve information from his
contact list as well as update their records in his list.

A. Contact List

Each mobile device user maintains a contact list of friends,
family members, business partners, or others on his/her phone.
A typical contact record has two main categories of informa-
tion: contact-related information and user-related information.
The former category includes information about the contact
person (or entity), such as a name and photo, and how the
contact can be reached, such as a phone number, email, and
address. The latter category describes the contact from the per-
spective of the mobile user based on personal preferences, such
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Fig. 2: A high level overview of the architecture of SLiM.

as the group to which this person belongs (eg. close friend,
relative, business contact, etc), the user-assigned ringtone for
this person, etc. Both categorizes are currently entered and
maintained manually by the phone user.

SLiM aims to automate the maintenance of the first category
while allowing the contact person (to whom this information
belongs) full control of granting access rights, perhaps with
fine-grained control levels. This automatic management of
contact information might also open new opportunities to
expand the contact information with new entries or parameters
that enable taking smart actions. For example, adding time
attributes to the phone entry would indicate that the person
desires to be reached at that phone number only during the
associated time slots.

Some smartphone platforms, such as Android, offer a con-
solidated contact list. It integrates contacts from multiple ac-
counts, and from various underlying data sources (such as the
phone address book, social network lists, and emailing lists)
in a single place, the contact list. It also allows for combining
different records that belong to the same contact into a single,
aggregate record. These features render automatic contact list
management even more beneficial.

B. Implementation details

As mentioned earlier, the main objective of the proof-of-
concept prototype is to demonstrate the concept of personal
services. A Web service that provides the core functionalities
of SLiM is developed in compliance with the “RESTful”
principals; using the Python programming language. It is based
on the guidelines of provisioning Web services from resource
constrained devices proposed by Elgazzar [9]. The choice of
Python is motivated by the fact that the standard Python library
comes with a lightweight Web server that can provide essential
HTTP functionalities. The Python-based REST Framework
Web.py [10] is used to handle low-level details of Web
service developments such as protocols, sockets, and process
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Resource Relative resource address
Service Description /contactInfo/description
Contact Info /contactInfo/details
Phone /contactInfo/details/phone
Email /contactInfo/details/email
Search /contactInfo/search/[contactName,depth]

TABLE I: Functionalities exposed by SLiM personal service

management.
The personal service is deployed on a Samsung Galaxy

II smartphone with a rooted Android Gingerbread OS [11],
connected to a WiFi network. On this mobile device, the user
maintains a record of his/her own contact information, which
the personal service exposes to the user’s contact list. Table
I shows the basic methods and functionalities, exposed by
the Web service, pertaining to the user’s contact details. Each
method represents a Web resource that can be accessed using
the HTTP-based resource identifier by an authorized user. The
generic format of the resource address is http://root-address/
service-name/resource-name/[parameters]. The root-address is
the server (mobile) address, contactEndPoint, service-name
is the name of the personal service, and the resource-name
represents a service method name.

This version of SLiM focuses on personal service provision-
ing and does not include the personal service discovery aspects
described earlier. However, the search functionality that SLiM
presents is very similar to the process of personal service
discovery in terms of depth search and matching, given that
participants are reachable online. For reachability purposes,
SLiM employs an entry called Internet Call, which is an
existing entry in Android’s contact information that is sup-
posedly dedicated to hold the contact SIP address information
for Internet call, to hold the contactEndPoint. Eventually the
entry contactEndPoint can be proposed as an expansion to the
contact information.

SLiM employs an individuals’ contact list to announce the
existence of the personal service. It sets the publications depth
d to “0” to limit the service announcement to members of the
provider’s contact list. Then, it initiates the publishing process
for contacts with their Internet Call (contanctEndPoint) set.
The default publication URI path that provides access to the
local service directory for each contact is configured to be
contactEndPoint/registry/publish as per the service directory
settings.

In our implementation, the Web service offers different
representations of the same service response, namely, XML,
JSON and HTML using mimerender [12], which is a Python
library for RESTful resource representation using MIME
Media-Types. We set the XML format as the default representa-
tion when no HTTP “Accept” header is identified. Therefore,
when a Web service resource is called, an XML-formatted
response is dispatched to the HTTP request handler’s result.
Other formats (HTML, JSON) are created for testing purposes
such that the Web service can be invoked via a mobile or
a standard web browser (i.e. customer application) and the

response is dispatched in HTML format.
The service registry is implemented using SQLite [13]

(the Android default Database engine). The built-in package
android.database handles general database operations,
while android.database.sqlite contains classes spe-
cific to SQLite [13].

A user interface (UI) for SLiM is developed on an Android
platform using the Android SDK [14]. As mentioned earlier,
we employ the existing contact entry Internet Call to act as the
proposed extension contactEndPoint. Once this entry is filled
in with the proper HTTP-based address, the associated contact
is considered a participant in SLiM, whether offering per-
sonal contact information as a service, or receiving automatic
updates from contacts about changes in their information.
Figure 3b shows a screenshot of the UI, in which the contacts
marked with a SLiM icon (to their right), have a valid and
active contactEndPoint and are enabled for participation
in automatic contact update. The new contacts API defined in
android.provider.ContactsContract [15] is used
to handle basic contact operations, insert, update, delete, and
Query. When a new contact is to be inserted, the underlying
Android system handles the insertion and checks to see if
there is an existing contact representing the same person
(or entity). If a match is found, then the system gets the
contact’s CONTACT ID and adds the new contact information.
Otherwise, a new contact record is created.

C. Prototype Validation

We have carried out a number of experiments to validate
the operation of SLiM in order to ensure that it functions
as expected. In the first test scenario, Adam changes his
contact information (in particular, his phone number and
email address) on his smartphone. When John, one of Adam’s
contacts taps the SLiM icon right after Adam’s name, his
contact information is automatically updated, as shown in
Figure 3c.

The second test case examines the operation of the search
function offered by SLiM. Adam exposes a functionality that
enables his contacts to search his contact list. John is looking
for Mike’s contact information. John sends Adam a Web
service request to look up Mike’s contact information (if
found). The service request has the form http://172.1.6.36:
8080/contactInfo/search/Mike,0, where http://172.1.6.36:8080/
is Adam’s contactEndPoint, contactInfo is the personal
service name offered by Adam, search is the method name,
Mike is the search term, and “0” is the search depth,
which indicates that John only wishes to search his direct
contacts (i.e. whoever offers the service). Utilizing the comma-
separated approach in passing parameters to the HTTP request
is merely an implementation issue.

Figure 3d shows the service response presenting the search
results obtained from Adam’s contact list. The service request
is sent only to Adam. Our current implementation to the search
function presents the results (if found) with a contact name,
photo, city, and phone, if the person shares his/her information.
Otherwise, The system only presents the contact name and
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(a) Adam’s contact information
before update (seen on John’s
smartphone).

(b) SLiM presents contacts. (c) Adam’s contact information
after update.

(d) Searching for
contacts with SLiM.

Fig. 3: SLiM test case scenarios.

conceals all other information. Each row of the presented re-
sults is linked to the corresponding contactEndPoint that
the requester can use to retrieve the contact information. When
the requester clicks on the contact name, it sends a service
request to that person to retrieve the contact information. We
realize that not all contacts might be reachable online, but we
have left that for future expansions.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces personal mobile Web services, a new
user-centric Web service architecture hosted on mobile devices
(in particular smartphones). The personal services architecture
takes advantage of the provider’s contact list to announce
service existence and discovery. Contact list members co-
operate to disseminate service advertisement and discovery
requests, if needed, using their own resources. The motivation
of proposing such an architecture is twofold: overcoming the
barriers of mobile service provisioning on resource-limited
mobile devices and placing users at the core of controlling
their personal data.

A prototype is developed to demonstrate the usability of
the personal service architecture, and to depict how different
tasks of personal service provisioning can be performed.
The implementation of the prototype does not cover all the
proposed aspects of the personal service architecture. The
opportunities made possible by the development of such a
prototype, and validation scenarios, have made mobile devices
an increasingly attractive platform for every-day life tasks.

In this paper we have laid the foundation of a new Web
service architecture for mobile devices that would expand the
horizon of mobile applications and their domains. We plan
to expand on many of the issues we have identified here
in our future research. In particular, we plan to investigate
the incorporation of access control aspects, ranging from
service advertisement to limiting service access to those with
sufficient access privileges. We also plan to perform extensive
performance evaluation to various service aspects, including
publishing and discovery response time, overhead on mobile

devices forwarding service communications, and the scalabil-
ity of the proposed architecture.
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